Topic
During our topic sessions, we will be
learning all about the ancient Islamic
civilisation and what was happening in
Baghdad over 1000 years ago. So many
exciting discoveries were made at that time!
As well as this, we will continue to learn

English

Mathematics

In the Spring term, we will be reading Holes by

We will continue to work on fractions and build

Louis Sachar and meeting Stanley and all his new

upon our existing knowledge from last term.

friends at camp Green Lake, as well as a few

We will begin comparing them to decimals and

enemies too. After the half term break, we’ll begin
our Booster sessions where we will revise all our
grammar and spellings, and practise our reading
and comprehension skills too.

Spring 2018

term, we’ll start our preparations for SATs and
begin our Booster sessions when we revise
what we have learnt and build our confidence

Science
We will be learning about electricity and
investigating how circuits can be changed.
We’ll be using and understanding terminology
like current, resistance and electrons. As well
as this, we’ll be learning about light and how
we see things and finding out about a very
special man, Ibn Al Hythan, who first made
these exciting discoveries. Of course, we’ll
continue to develop our scientific skills too and
be carrying out more scientific investigations.

like during WWII.

Other
We start this term with a bang and a test of
our perseverance and determination, as
well as our Have-A-Go learning power –
when we visit Robin Wood.

Homework will continue as normal for the
first half term.

methods for all four operations. After the half

too.

about our local history and what Leigh was

We’ll be taking part in the Let’s Sing
concert when we’ll get the opportunity to
sing in a concert with lots of other schools
across Wigan and Leigh.

percentages as well as securing our written

Religious Education
Class Teacher: Mrs Marsden
Teaching Assistant: Mrs Seddon

Our first topic will be Community where the
children will be learning about the local
church as well as the global Christian
family. Following this, we will begin the
topics of Eucharist and Lent in which we
will prepare for Easter and explore the
events of Holy week further.

